Abstract-Online amusement applications, as distributed multiplayer videogames and interactive storytelling, are gaining increasing attention both from entertainment industry and from scientific community. Providing a pleasant experience to players requires a rapid delivery of game actions among the various nodes in the network. A high playability degree should be guaranteed independently of user's location, utilized device (PC, PDA, cellphone), type of connection (wired, wireless), and number of contemporary players. To this aim, we have devised an innovative approach to design the event delivery service for networked multiplayer game applications. Exploiting the semantics of the game, our scheme relaxes the ordering and reliability properties, upholding the interactivity level while preserving the game state consistency. The main contribution of our work is to show the benefits in event delivery synchronization obtainable employing, in this context, RED techniques borrowed from networking queuing management.
INTRODUCTION
Many years elapsed since Higginbotham's tennis for two appeared in the world (Brookhaven National Laboratory, a US nuclear research lab in Upton, New York) as the first videogame, in 1958 [1] . That non-commercial first experience of interactive entertainment immediately gained a vast popularity and traced the path for the horde of commercial descendants that have invaded arcades and homes till our days. Nowadays, two main reasons above the others attract an increasing number of researchers and developers toward electronic amusements. The first one is the very high level of revenues generated every year, which surpasses even the cinematography industry [2] . The second reason, but clearly not less worthy, is represented by the correlation between problems that emerge in developing innovative game experiences and those typical of various other "conventional" research fields in Computer Science. Under this aspect, it is of particular interest to analyze one of the most innovative challenges in electronic amusements: on-line entertaining applications. Specifically, we concentrate on videogames in Internet, potentially engaging a very elevated number of players: namely, Massive Multiuser Online Games (MMOGs).
Critical issues regarding MMOGs, as well as distributed interactive cyberdrama generation, have identical counterparts in Distributed Interactive Simulations and in Networked Virtual Environments [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . Indeed, creating an enjoyable online game entertainment requires the convergence of solutions belonging to extremely diverse groups of different technical areas. Examples are represented by networking, computer graphics, animation, multimedia design, human-computer interaction, software engineering. Solutions designed in traditional fields of computer science could thus be easily extended to MMOGs. In particular, our focus here is centered on networking and computational load at the servers of the game platform architecture.
Customers have always been attracted by the possibility to expand their game experience sharing fun with other users. The ever-increasing popularity of the Internet and the exploding market of connectable handheld devices, always looking for new killer applications, push the game industry to propose effective distributed logical platforms proficient at engaging an unlimited number of contemporary users. This large and emerging market is driving researchers and experts to develop novel distributed solutions able to efficiently sustain interactive multiplayer networked game sessions [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] .
Focusing on a well-organized management of large-scale distributed games, a typical underlying architecture deploys over the network one or more Game State Servers (GSSs) communicating each other through a mirrored game server communication architecture. GSSs maintain part or the whole game state, take charge of event deliveries to/from other GSSs or to/from Input/Output Clients (I/O_Cs) connected with them, and can implement policies aimed at increasing the global performance of the system. Hence, in order to guarantee a uniform view of the game state among all GSSs, an efficient synchronization scheme needs to be employed.
Since a pleasant game experience for the final user is characterized by strict real time requirements in processing actions, playability in interactive gaming applications results extremely sensitive to delays in event deliveries. Loss of responsiveness in a MMOG can be caused both by an intense traffic load in the network that slows down message transmissions and by an excessive amount of events waiting to be processed by a single GSS. Consequently, a proficient synchronization algorithm should be able to face these two situations, preserving a high level of interactivity among distributed players while maintaining an identical contemporary view of the game state in all the nodes of the system.
In this paper, we present a novel synchronization scheme, named ILA (Interactivity-Loss Avoidance), able to uplift the playability degree of online multiplayer games by maintaining the event delivery delays under a human-perceptivity threshold. This result is obtained discarding events that can be considered obsolete since the arrival of "fresher" ones, with a dropping probability which depends on the perceived responsiveness at GSSs. Limiting the number of messages in the system reduces both the processing and the network latency factors in the total delivery time experienced by the other events.
The core innovation in our work is the utilization of the RED mechanism imported from networking solutions and adapted here to preserve the interactivity degree in MMOGs. In essence, the idea is to monitor the interactivity level of the system and, when required, preempt the loss of interactivity discarding some events that have lost their importance during the game execution. As we show, this presents the prominent advantage to avoid more drops later in the attempt to restore an already disrupted interactivity. Consequently, players perceive a better playability thanks to a smoother progression of the executed events. ILA is specifically functional for Mirrored Game Server architectures and does not jeopardize the uniformity of the game state views at the various GSSs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some recent results in the field of interactivity performance for online gaming. In Section III we analyze some design issues as: i) the possible architectures to implement MMOGs (Subsection A), ii) the tradeoff between interactivity and consistency as the two main requirements in distributed interactive gaming (Subsection B), and iii) the notions of obsolescence and correlation as effective tools in relaxing the strict total order paradigm to the aim of augmenting interactivity (Subsection C). Section IV is concerned with interactivity maintenance techniques. After presenting some details about the inspiring RED (Subsection A) and Interactivity Restoring techniques (Subsection B), we present ILA, our novel approach to avoid interactivity loss (Subsection C). In Section V we describe the simulative environment adopted as the test bed and the metrics chosen to compare the various server synchronization schemes. Section VI presents simulation results. In particular, Subsection A shows the performance gain in utilizing an obsolescence based discarding mechanism. Subsection B, instead, discusses the performance obtained with the ILA algorithm. We conclude the paper with some comments and ongoing enhancements to our work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Trying to improve the interactivity performance of a distributed game architecture, two main causes for delays have to be analyzed: network latencies and computational costs. Several research works have already brought contributions to the factual developing of efficient synchronization schemes.
Compression and aggregation considers networking having a dominant position when dealing with the delays and thus with the playability of a MMOG [17] . In particular, packet compression tries to speed up transmissions by reducing bandwidth requirements. Indeed, minimizing the number of bits needed to represent a game information is a proficient method to diminish the traffic present in the network. Aggregation is another technique attempting to limit the bandwidth required by the application. Specifically, before being transmitted, packets are merged in larger ones thus reducing the overhead. Both compression and aggregation schemes, however, pay the latency benefits achieved with an increment in computational costs. Information compressed and aggregated, in fact, needs to be recovered with decompressing and disaggregating algorithms at the receiving server, thus increasing the time required to process each single event. Moreover, aggregation can origin further waste of time if a transmission is delayed while waiting for having available other events to aggregate.
In the attempt to reduce both the traffic load in the network and the computational cost to process each game event, Interest Management techniques have been devised [18] . In some game scenario, events generated are relevant only for a small fraction of the users. Therefore, implementing an area-of-interest scheme for filtering events, as well as a multicast protocol, could be put in good use to match every packet with the nodes that really need to receive it and, consequently, to reduce both the traffic on the channel and processing burden at each node [19] . Conversely, a tradeoff exists between the computation spared at the destination by receiving only a limited number of packets and that one expended at the sending GSS for implementing the filtering scheme. Games having interestareas occupying a significant portion of the global virtual environment could hence be further delayed if Interest Management schemes would be implemented. For instance, think about games having a simple scenario wholly includable in the screen of the user's device (e.g. as in Pac-Man). In this case, all the game actions have to be forwarded to all the participants thus making useless a filter scheme while maintaining its computational cost.
Slightly detaching playability from the real responsiveness of the network, optimistic algorithms for synchronizing game state at servers can be utilized in order to avoid delay perception at destination. In case of lousy interactivity between GSSs, in fact, an optimistic approach executes events before really knowing if ordering would require to process other onthe-way events first. Game instances are thus processed without wasting any time in waiting for other eventually coming packets. On the other hand, this performance gain is paid with some occurrence of temporary consistency loss. Standard Time Warp and Breathing Time Warp represents typical exemplars of this family of algorithms [20, 21] . Rollback based techniques are exploited to reestablish the consistency of the game state. The problem, in this case, is that the use of this realignment techniques may further impact on the responsiveness of the system. Dead Reckoning is another method that can cause some temporary incoherence between the factual game state and the assumed one at the server [22] . In fact, attempting to limit the bandwidth required by the application, this scheme utilizes a reduced frequency in sending update packets while compensating the lack of information with prediction techniques. Obviously, predicted movements and actions are not always trustful. Therefore, even in this case, convergence techniques need sometimes to be exploited to recover from provisional instances of the game having some momentary inconsistencies. These eventual restoring actions further impact on interactivity and playability of the game.
All these mechanisms propose enhancements that can improve the performance of a MMOG. Nonetheless, we have exposed some limits and situations where those schemes could fail. We present here a novel algorithm, specifically designed for an efficient event delivery synchronization in multiplayer online games. Our scheme can be integrated with all the works mentioned above, adding further gains in reducing the delays of the system and bringing benefits, both for network and computational loads, even if singularly applied.
III. DESIGN ISSUES

A. Game Architectures
Typically, network architectures supporting MMOGs can be distinguished in three main categories: Centralized ClientServer, Peer-to-Peer, Mirrored Game Server. The Centralized Client-Server architecture represents a simple solution, but the unique bottleneck can limit its efficiency and scalability [14, 23, 24] . Having a unique server simplifies the maintenance of a correct game view in all the nodes of the system; conversely, it embodies a single point of failure. Fully distributed architectures, as Peer-to-Peer solutions, spread the traffic load among many nodes and result in a more scalable and failureresilient system [25] . At the same time, identical copies of the current game state need to be stored at each node. This raises the necessity of devising some fully-distributed coordination scheme among clients to guarantee the coherence of all game views. Neither diverse networking delays nor any other factor should be able to compromise the uniformity of the game conditions. Moreover, with Peer-to-Peer architecture, IP multicast should be employed to reduce the bandwidth requirements, but this technology is neither generally available, nor enough mature for the kind of application we are considering.
Both Centralized Client-Server and Peer-to-Peer architectures present advantages and disadvantages in their employment to support MMOGs. Mirrored Game Servers represent an alternative architecture which efficiently collects the positive aspects of the other two [26] . Indeed, a hybrid architecture with multiple distributed servers present several benefits that could reveal it as the most appropriate solution for online multiplayer games. Having multiple replicas of the servers allows each client to connect in a classic client-server fashion to the closest mirror, thus reducing the communication latency. Mirrors are limited in number if compared to a fully distributed architecture and contain copy of the current game state. The connection may follow the Peer-to-Peer paradigm in order to exchange game state messages. Other advantages are the absence of a single point of failure, the networking complexity maintained by the servers, and the possibility to implement authentication. Even if synchronization schemes are still required to ensure the global consistency of the game state hold by the various servers, this requirement is made easier than in Peer-to-Peer architectures thanks to the lower number of nodes involved. All these reasons depict Mirrored Game Servers as the most appropriate architecture for MMOGs.
B. Interactivity vs Consistency
Distributed interactive gaming are characterized by two main requirements which cannot be considered independent one from the other: interactivity and consistency. The former refers to the delay between a game event generation in a node and the time at which the other nodes become aware of that event. Therefore, it includes both the network latency and the processing time. Having a high level of interactivity represents a fundamental quality for a MMOG. Hence, in order to assure an enjoyable playability to the final user, external stimuli generated by players need to be processed under a humanperceptivity threshold. This means that the time elapsed from the event generation at sending GSS and its processing time at the receiving GSS must maintain a low average value. Not only, in order to obtain a factual smooth progression in the game visualization on the player's screen, a low variance must be guaranteed too. Frequent changes in the perceived velocity of the game, depending on excessive traffic present at the GSS and regardless of the effective game evolution, result in annoying the customers, pushing them away from ever reattempting such an unpleasant experience.
Consistency regards the contemporary uniformity of the game state view in all the nodes belonging to the system [27] . Depending on the features of the game, consistency requirements may be absolute or partial. In the former case, each node must always have an identical view of the game state, while in the latter small discrepancies may occur. Whether a game requires absolute or partial consistency depends on the unique rules correlating the diverse player's area-of-interests.
The easiest way to guarantee absolute consistency is to make the game proceed through discrete locksteps [28] . At each step the system waits until having received all the actions generated by the final users; only at this moment a new instance of the game is produced and propagated to all the nodes. Having a single move allowed for each player and synchronizing all the agents before moving toward the next round, for sure grants absolute consistency but, on the other hand, impairs the interactivity of the system. Obtaining both absolute consistency and high interactivity would require the employment of almost unlimited network and computation resources (very high bandwidth, very low latencies, very high speed at server to process events). Consequently, in order to design an efficient game architecture, a trade-off between the two attributes needs to be found.
C. Obsolescence and Correlation
Absolute Consistency can be attained through the employment of a totally ordered event delivery scheme. On the other hand, this would imply an increment of the complexity and, most of all, in the total delays experienced by the system [29, 30] . Waiting for the next in order action to be processed while having other events ready in queue may sensibly slow down the evolution of the game, thus jeopardizing interactivity. Exploiting the semantics of the application can be put in good use to relax the total order delivery requirement and augment interactivity [31] . Some events, in fact, can lose their significance as time passes: new actions could make irrelevant the previous ones. For example, player's moves are generally represented by final absolute position in the message exchanged by the various nodes and, in case of rapid succession of movements of a single agent, the event representing its last destination makes obsolete the older ones. Obsolescence can thus be defined as the relation between two received events e1 and e2, generated at different times t(e1) < t(e2), by which the existence of event e2 diminishes the importance of processing also event e1 (without affecting consistency). Dropping obsolete events before processing them, clearly reduces the computational cost at GSSs and speeds up the execution of fresher events. Consequently, exploiting obsolescence may result in an enhanced interactivity of the global system.
To define as obsolete a game event, we have to be sure that consistency would not be weakened. To this aim, we have also to introduce the notion of correlation. Two events, say e1 and e2, are correlated if the final game state depends on their execution order. Correlation have to be taken into account to determine the obsolescence of an event. In fact, it might be the case when e3 would make obsolete a previous event e1 but a further event e2 (correlated to e1), temporary interleaved between e1 and e3, breaks this relationship of obsolescence. However, they are the only events that really need to be delivered to the destined GSSs in the same order as generated. Total order delivery requirement can thus be relaxed in case of non-correlated events. Their semantic independence, in fact, allows different GSSs to process them in diverse order without affecting consistency. This means that non-correlated events can be processed as soon as they are received without wasting any time in waiting preceding ones, again augmenting interactivity.
The enhancement to the synchronization scheme proposed in this work to augment the interactivity degree improves primarily the way to exploit the obsolescence notion rather than correlation. The interested readers in a deeper analysis of correlation may refer to [27] .
IV. INTERACTIVITY MAINTENANCE
A. RED Technique
Random Early Detection (RED) algorithm is an active congestion avoidance mechanism enforced at routers [32] . Traditional queue managements employ simple "tail drop" schemes that drop packets only when the queue overflows. Conversely, RED algorithm randomly discards packets earlier to notify sources about the incipient congestion. In this way, a single loss experienced by a sender smoothly decreases the entire congestion level of the network and keeps low the average queue size. The rationale lies in the gained capability of better accommodating occasional bursts of packets and avoiding situations in which several connections decrease their sending rate at the same time. Summarizing, RED avoids severe congestion and maintains a stable traffic level in place of dealing with it after occurred.
Every time the router receives a packet, the RED algorithm calculates the new average queue size and the probability to discard the packet. The computing method utilizes a uniform random variable that behaves better than a geometric random variable. In fact, a uniformly distributed discarding function avoids global synchronization thus attaining an unwavering course of transmissions. The dropping probability is bounded by two thresholds of the queue size: min th and max th . Within this interval, the probability to drop a packet increases from 0 to a maximum discarding probability (max p ). Under min th , no packet is dropped and beyond max th all packets are discarded.
B. Interactivity Restoring
In a precedent study, Ferretti and Roccetti demonstrate the interactivity benefits attainable exploiting the semantics of a game during its evolution to relax the total order delivery requirement [27] . The scheme proposed in that work foresees a Mirrored Game Server architecture and the concepts of obsolescence and correlation, as summarized respectively in Subsection A and C of Section III in this paper.
Specifically, player's actions are collected by the closer GSS and transformed into events and finally forwarded to the other GSSs in order to maintain a global identical view of the game state. Events are marked at their creation with a generation timestamp and then sent to destination. Each receiving GSS considers the arrival time of the event and measures the difference elapsed since its generation; the resulting value is named Game Time Difference (GTD). The GTD of the event is then compared with a predefined constant Game Interaction Threshold (GIT) and, until the former value is lower than the latter, normal delivery operations are performed. Conversely, when the GTD value exceeds the GIT, the GSS turns on a stabilization mechanism which exploits the obsolescence notion to drop useless messages so as to bring the GTD back within the GIT.
As mentioned by the authors, this approach is based on the existence of a mechanism that synchronizes all the game system on a unique global conception of time. Finally, since only obsolete events are eventually discarded, this stabilization mechanism succeeds in reducing the GTD without causing inconsistencies in the game evolution.
C. Interactivity-Loss Avoidance: a Novel Scheme
Taking inspiration from the RED approach in case of incipient congestion [32] , we propose to enhance the aforementioned Interactivity Restoring mechanism with the novel Interactivity-Loss Avoidance (ILA) approach. The main feature of this new scheme is the capability of avoiding interactivity loss before it happens, eventually discarding some packets when the level of interaction among GSSs descends significantly. In practice, ILA substitutes the previous binary dropping mechanism (OFF when interactivity is present and ON when interactivity is lost) with a continuously-working proactive mechanism that drops obsolete messages with a probability depending on the level of interactivity. Even if, similarly to RED, ILA utilizes a uniformly distributed dropping function, however, the parameter taken under delimited boundaries is the average GTD instead of the average queue size. This choice derives from the different goals of the two schemes: with RED we are trying to avoid buffer overflows, instead with ILA we want to preserve low delays in game command execution.
We focus now on some details of the algorithm. Upon each packet arrival, the GSS determines the GTD of the relative event, namely sample_GTD, and feeds a low pass filter to compute the updated average GTD, namely avg_GTD. Sporadic delays in game event deliveries, in fact, does not necessary compromise the perceived interactivity. When avg_GTD exceeds a certain threshold, the GSS drops obsolete events with a certain probability p, without processing them. If avg_GTD exceeds a subsequent limit, p is set equal to 1, and all obsolete events waiting for being processed are discarded.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , three parameters and three phases characterize the algorithm: respectively min, max and Pmax (parameters), and phase 0, phase 1 and phase 2 (phases). In the graph, the y-axis represents the dropping probability corresponding to the avg_GTD indicated by the x-axis. For values of avg_GTD in [0, min) (phase 0) the mechanism performs normal operations, with no event drops, while in [min, max) (phase 1) obsolete events are discarded with the computed probability p. Finally, when in [max, ∞) (phase 2), all obsolete events are thrown away. The dropping probability is computed as a function of avg_GTD and Pmax. Persistent situations of low interactivity result in large values of avg_GTD and, hence, in high discarding probabilities. An elevated dropping probability will make the GSS discard events without processing or forwarding them, thus helping in restoring an adequate level of time interaction between servers.
A pseudocoded version of our algorithm is given in Fig. 2 and it proceeds as follows. After an initialization phase, the algorithm repeats a block of operations each time a new packet arrives at the considered GSS. In particular, line 1 calculates the sample_GTD as explained in Section IV, Subsection B, while avg_GTD, in line 2, is computed employing the low pass filter given below, in (1). In this filter, w is a sensitivity coefficient, with values comprised in (0, 1], that determines how closely the trajectory of the average follows the movements of the samples. The higher the value of w, the higher is the relative weight of the last sample in the current average. In order to speed up computations, w should be chosen as a negative power of two, thus allowing to implement a shift operation in place of the multiplication.
When avg_GTD lies below min, the process stays in phase 0 and normal operations are performed. Conversely, when the value of avg_GTD is comprised between min and max (line 3), the scheme is in phase 1 and the discarding probability function has to be applied to obsolete events. Specifically, as shown in (2), the probability p could be calculated as a fraction of Pmax; this fraction linearly corresponds to the relative position of avg_GTD in the interval [min, max).
Following the approach proposed by RED, (2) may be transformed into (5) to speed up its computation. This can be done by defining two constants L1 and L2, as shown in (3) and (4) , that need to be determined just once, during the very first initialization of the algorithm. The parameters can be chosen wisely so that L1 results a power of two, and a shift operation can be utilized in place of the multiplication thus sparing cycles spent by the processor. Figure 3 . The adopted configuration.
So far, the probability function results in a geometric random variable distribution of the drops, while it would be desirable to discard events at a fairly regular intervals. Applying an incrementing counter to augment, at each iteration, the weight of the discarding probability, we can generate a uniform distribution of the dropping dispersion, thus being more resilient to temporary bursty periods [32] .
To this aim, the probability p is compared with a randomly generated number R comprised in [0, 1], also taking into account the number of iterations elapsed since the last drop. Basically, in phase 1 an obsolete event is dropped when (6) is satisfied (line 5).
Both counter and R are reinitialized each time obsolete packets are discarded. The dropping probability, instead, is computed with each new event arrival.
If avg_GTD grows beyond max (line 6), the scheme enters in phase 2 and all obsolete packets have to be discarded in the attempt of re-establishing interactivity (line 7).
V. SIMULATION ASSESSMENT
To evaluate our event processing strategy, we have simulated a general Mirrored Game Server architecture comprising various GSSs connected via diverse links over the Internet. Without any loss of generality, we assume that the events generated in the system may be totally ordered based on a global notion of time. It is out of the scope of this paper to propose a novel scheme to order events based on time, instead we claim that this goal may be accomplished exploiting a variety of different solutions proposed in literature [29, 30, 33, 34, 35] , or employing technological synchronization devices, such as, for example, GPS.
The considered scenario includes a variable number of GSSs. For the sake of a deeper comprehension and without loss of generality, we have focused our attention on the event receiving aspect of a single GSS, pretending that the other GSSs are sending events to it. Fig. 3 depicts the adopted configuration of the network and shows the values assigned to the simulation parameters. GSS 0 is the receiving GSS and the others are the sending GSSs.
We carried out several simulation experiments with a number of servers varying in the range from four to seven. The involved GSSs for each different configuration is listed in Table I .
The values of the network latencies among the GSSs have been obtained based on a lognormal distribution having the average and standard deviation values as shown in Fig. 3 [36] . Also the average event size (200 Bytes), as well as the event generation rate at each GSS, is inspired by the games literature and varies from a normal traffic situation to an intense load one [37] . In particular, several experiments have been conducted with an interval of time between two subsequent event departures based on a lognormal distribution whose average was equal to 30ms and the standard deviation was set to 10ms.
By exploiting this configuration, we have generated a diverse trace file containing 1000 events for each GSS of the considered scenario. Each trace file also includes the information needed to identify (correlated and) obsolete events. In essence, in our simulations, we have set to 90% the probability that an event makes obsolete preceding events.
As in real commercial games, we have utilized UDP as the transmission protocol [38] . This protocol, in fact, responds better to the real time requirements of online game applications than TCP. Further, to circumvent the problems deriving from UDP's unreliability, we have implemented an application level retransmission scheme based on NACKs (Negative ACKnowledgments).
We have replicated each run to compare the outcomes of three different synchronization schemes: our proposed ILA scheme, the ON-OFF mechanism (Interactivity Restoring as reviewed in Subsection B of Section IV), the traditional OFF approach (having no discrimination of obsolete packets and no event discarding nor other algorithms to restore interactivity).
Focusing on the tuning of the ILA algorithm, we need to find an efficient tradeoff in adjusting the various parameters. In particular, we have chosen to set w=1/8 in (1) in the attempt to make the algorithm able to filter out sporadic high GTDs, while maintaining a prompt responsiveness to a persistent decline of the interactivity degree. 
Number of sending GSSs
Corresponding sending GSSs employed The values for the parameters highlighted in Fig. 1 have been chosen keeping in mind that 150ms of time elapsing between the generation of a player's action and its execution in the system could be considered as a threshold for human perception of an annoying delay [39, 40] . Since we want ILA mechanism take action before that limit, we have set min = 50ms, max = 150ms (equivalent to the GIT for the ON-OFF scheme) and Pmax = 0.2.
Our aim is to guarantee the best possible playability to MMOGs. Since this passes through ensuring an high level of interactivity in the network and the absence of interruptions, we have chosen to demonstrate the benefits attainable by the obsolescence based dropping mechanisms analyzing the following metrics:
• The number of events having a GTD higher than the GIT.
• The average of the GTD values, their standard deviation, the minimum and maximum values.
• The cumulative function of the GTD values.
• The number of obsolete events dropped (ILA and ON-OFF only).
VI. RESULTS
A. Obsolescence Based Discarding Schemes: Performance Evaluation.
We intend to demonstrate here the interactivity benefits attainable by implementing a discarding algorithm for obsolete events in case of an increasing trend of the GTD values. To this aim, in Fig. 4 , we compare for ILA, ON-OFF and OFF schemes the percentage of events arrived at GSS 0 with a GTD value larger than the GIT. As observable, both ILA and ON-OFF mechanisms outperforms the traditional OFF mechanism, independently of the number of sending GSSs employed in the scenario. The trend of the outcomes, when we augment the number of servers utilized, is not monotonically increasing within the same synchronization scheme. First, this is due to the fact that we are considering a percentage rather than an absolute value. Second, this is also caused by the choice of conducting experiments using different selections of available servers. Specifically, the experimental scenario where six GSSs were involved was based on the experimental scenario with five servers plus the newcomer GSS 6 (see Table I ). The adjoined GSS 6 has a latency value, 30ms, lower than the other GSSs, while the average latency for the other five sending GSSs, from GSS 1 to GSS 5 , is 65ms (as shown in Fig. 3 ). For this reason, game events coming from GSS 6 have a much lower probability than the others to have a GTD value higher than the GIT. Even if the total traffic and thus also the sum of the delays are augmented, the percentage of events out of the interactivity threshold results slightly diminished. This is an obvious consequence of the fact that decreasing the latencies in the network reduces one of the causes of delay in event processing. As previously mentioned, the others are the queuing time at the receiving GSS (waiting to be processed) and the processing time at the receiving server.
The cumulative function of the GTDs embodies another tool proficient at evaluating the worth of ILA and ON-OFF schemes. Indeed, the more the line is concentrated in the left side of the chart, the higher is the percentage of events having a GTD lower than a certain threshold. In particular, Fig. 5 depicts the cumulative function of the GTDs in a scenario with seven sending GSSs, each one sending events to the receiving GSS 0 . In this configuration, ILA has 93.86% of events with a GTD less or equal to the GIT of 150ms, ON-OFF hits the 89.40%, while OFF reaches only the 49.94%.
These results are coherent with the values of the average and the standard deviation of the GTDs considering all the events transmitted. Table II shows a sensible reduction in the values of both these metrics when ILA or ON-OFF are implemented in place of the traditional OFF scheme. Moreover, the two obsolescence based discarding schemes result more resilient to an increased event generation activity within our game architecture. This is evident if the case of seven sending GSSs is compared with the one employing only four sending GSSs. In this case, the average of the GTDs decreases from 19.72% (OFF) to 12.07% (ON-OFF) and 11.71% (ILA).
The reminder of our performance study aims at focusing on the advantages in utilizing a continuously acting scheme as ILA instead of a binary working approach like ON-OFF.
B. ILA vs ON-OFF: a Comparative Evaluation
We compare more in detail the two obsolescence based discarding schemes (ILA and ON-OFF), highlighting the benefits introduced by the proactive mechanism implemented by ILA. Indeed, in all the charts and tables presented so far (Fig. 4, Fig. 5 , and This results in a more homogeneous flow of actions executed at the player's side, thus hiding to the customer the negative effects involved in utilizing a performance varying environment, likely the Internet, to support the game. The visually perceived evolution of the game results smoothened by ILA, thus providing a more pleasant game experience for the user.
Not only ILA obtains a slightly better interaction level with respect to ON-OFF, but the total number of discarded events to attain this positive result is definitively lower. In fact, Fig. 6 shows that the results in Fig. 4 and Table II are obtained by ILA at the cost of circa only 40% of the obsolete events dropped by ON-OFF. This is a very important advantage obtained utilizing a proactive mechanism as ILA. In fact, even if obsolete events can be sacrificed to gain a better interactivity since consistency does not depend from them, they still are part of the game visual evolution. Dropping too many obsolete events, could result in sudden "jumps" and temporary interruptions of the images/video flow on the player's screen. These unpredictable gaps in the game plot could result annoying for customers and should be avoided every time it is possible.
In other words, we can say that even if both schemes ensures interactivity and consistency, ILA outperforms ON-OFF and founds an efficient tradeoff between the percentage of obsolete events to be discarded and a fluent visual progression of the game. 
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To guarantee a pleasant gaming experience to online players engaged by MMOGs, a high interactivity degree, as well as game consistency, has to be provided. Efficient synchronization schemes among Mirrored Game Servers are usually implemented as basic solutions. A proactive event discarding mechanism relying on the discrimination of obsolete events has been proposed as an innovative way to meet the aforementioned requirements. Inspired by the RED algorithm that manages queues at networking routers, ILA improves the fluency of the game progression on the player's screen, avoiding loss of interactivity at GSSs, instead of restoring it after having been disrupted. The benefits achievable in employing ILA as synchronization scheme among Mirrored Game Servers have been highlighted.
As a further enhancement of this work, we are currently studying the possibility of discarding also non-obsolete game events, under situations of particularly jeopardized interactivity. Taking inspiration from RIO technique, ILA scheme could thus be enhanced by employing two distinct discarding probability functions, respectively for obsolete and for non obsolete events [41] . In particular, it should be exploited when discarding all the obsolete events is not enough to restore an adequate level of interactivity, thus requiring, as last resort, to drop also some non-obsolete events. We are currently collecting data from simulations employing this enhanced ILA algorithm. 
